SUNLEAF FARMACY
Microcultivation Licence LIC-GNWNGB6IS2-2019
Perimeter Fence Security Features
Perimeter Fence Security Features

■ Unsacleable steel welded wire fence, 6’ high or higher, completely encircles site.
■ 2 Padlocked man gates; 2 padlocked drive-through gates (1 for NB Power easement).
■ Second 6’ steel welded wire fence and padlocked steel gate around Outdoor Grow Area, creating “rings of barriers” to crop.
■ Implementation of “rings of barriers” further enhanced by presence of large protective-aggressive guardian dogs; breed: Russian Shepherds.
■ Dogs provide significant Deterrent and infallible Alarming. Fence has been proven to contain the dogs without escape, demonstrating adequacy of barrier to intruders, as well as sufficient barrier to canine exodus.
■ Dogs will be loose inside perimeter fence and outside of Grow Area Fence; perpetrators will have to get through the dogs and 2 steel fences to reach product. By that point, the police will have been called.
■ Surveillance cameras are planned for Phase II.
Site Plan showing perimeter fencing, padlocked gates, product flow. (Note that shape of Grow Area had to change due to buried water and electrical lines.)
From Left: Front driveway with padlocked reinforced gate; Building 1; Closeup of reinforced padlocked front gate.
Distant shot of NB Power easement on property; Closeup of reinforced gate to easement; Padlock on easement gate.
Continuing clockwise on perimeter of property; Distant shot of how easement fencing continues to dog pens; Closeup of reinforced fencing beyond dog pens on north of site where the property ends at a steep cliff.
Continuing clockwise perimeter of property; First man-gate into front dog pens; Closeup of padlocked gate.
Continuing clockwise, perimeter fence at residence; Closeup of this same section of fence. Notice the very private remote surroundings and that the house sits high on a hill. With a constant sea breeze from below blowing up the hill, any odour from growing will continue to be blown up into the atmosphere.
Second padlocked man gate on eastern fenceline; Perimeter fence at southern border up to little shed; Distance view of little shed to be used as on-site storage for Quality Records, and continuation of perimeter fence at southern border.
Perimeter fence at western border up to front drive-through gate;
Perimeter fence at western border up to front drive through gate;
Grow Area with Measurements

Total: 2,007 ft²
Privacy Screen installed around perimeter and Grow Area
Views from inside and outside the Grow Area
SUCCESS! First Harvest!
Left: Guard dog on alert. Right: Guard dogaggressing at stranger approaching fence. The dogs provide an unbreachable obstacle to entry. They work in any weather, whether the power or internet are working or not.
The dogs are well known in the area and are a significant deterrent. I capitalize on that. This is a beef bone stuck into an old sneaker. I've placed it just outside the fence.